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Sources of uncertainties in ocean 
color

ØRadiometric uncertainty
ØRandom noise à SNR.
Ø Systematic uncertainty 
(calibration errors).

ØNon-radiometric
ØGeolocation accuracy
ØBand-to-band registration

ØModeling uncertainty
ØRadiative transfer errors.
Ø Simplification of physics.

Pre-launch 
and on-orbit 
calibration

IOCCG, report 18



20+ years of diagnostic uncertainty 
estimates in ocean color

ØPixel-level uncertainty has been 
absent from the ocean color 
community for decades.

ØThe community relies on the 
validation data to provide 
diagnostic estimates of 
uncertainty.

ØValidation data is not 
representative of the global 
oceans.

ØUncertainty varies spatially and 
temporal (season).

PACE SDT Goal for Rrs(VIS)
DRrs(VIS) = 3e-4 sr-1 or 5%

Current Approach
DRrs(VIS) ~ 1e-3 sr-1 or 12%  (22% 412)

goal is factor of 3 reduction ... seems achievable! 



Toward pixel-level uncertainty in 
operational products

ØThere are various methods to estimate the pixel-level uncertainty:
ØMonte Carlo sampling
ØAnalytical error propagation
ØBayesian Framework (Optimal Estimation)
ØMachine learning (ensemble approach)
ØCramér-Rao Bounds
Ø…
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Pixel-level uncertainty in SeaDAS
𝑳𝒕 𝝀 = 𝑳𝒓 𝝀 + 𝑳𝒂 𝝀 + 𝑳𝒓𝒂 𝝀 + 𝒕 𝝀 𝑳𝒇 𝝀 + 𝑻 𝝀 𝑳𝒈 𝝀 + 𝒕 𝝀 𝑳𝒘 𝝀 ×𝑻𝒈 𝝀

De Vis et al (2022)



Pixel-level uncertainty of OCI
Rrs(440) Rrs(440) uncertainty

Surface 
glint

Cloud 
covered 
pixels

One goal is to 
retrieve 
Rrs_unc_440 < 
0.00076 sr-1

Rrs_unc here includes random noise + systematic unc. + forward model unc.



Pre-launch instrument uncertainty model 
tells us how well we will do for PACE

Uncertainty in ocean reflectance 
after the Atmospheric Correction

Data Product Baseline Uncertainty

Water-leaving reflectances centered on (±2.5 nm) 
350, 360, and 385 nm (15 nm bandwidth)

0.0057 or 20%

Water-leaving reflectances centered on (±2.5 
nm) 412, 425, 443, 460, 475, 490, 510, 532, 555, 
and 583 (15 nm bandwidth)

0.0020 or 5%

Water-leaving reflectances centered on (±2.5 
nm) 617, 640, 655, 665 678, and 710 (15 nm 
bandwidth, except for 10 nm bandwidth for 665 and 
678 nm)

0.0007 or 10%

ü Remember there are requirements that we need to meet for the water reflectance.
ü Remember that we can use our global PyTOAST simulations to test these requirments



Are we going to produce operational 
uncertainty products? yes
• We will be able to produce Rrs and IOPs uncertainty for L2 products from PACE 

and other heritage sensors.

8-day L2 binned data.
This is not L3 uncertainty product.

Zhang et al (2022) in press



Validating the pixel-level uncertainty
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Probabilistic/Bayesian Optimal Estimation Framework

• Developed a Bayesian version of the full-spectrum AC 
(combined with the GIOP forward ocean model).
• Define the state vector:

𝐱 = [𝑅𝐻,𝑂!, 𝑃𝑟,𝑊𝑆,𝑊𝑉, 𝑓𝑚𝑓, 𝜏", 𝑎#$, 𝑎%&, 𝑏'#]

• Define the objective function:
𝜒! = [𝝆𝒐𝒃𝒔 − 𝐅 𝒙 ]%𝐒&'( 𝝆𝒐𝒃𝒔 − 𝐅 𝒙 + [𝒙 − 𝒙)]%𝐒*'([𝒙 − 𝒙)]

• Optimize the objective function given the forward model to 
estimate the state vector.

• Estimate the error covariance matrix:
!𝐒 = $𝐊%𝐒&'($𝐊 + 𝐒*'(

'(

𝐒6 is the error covariance matrix from measurements (random + correlated)
𝐒7 is the error covariance matrix of the prior
;𝐊 is the Jacobian matrix

𝜌89:(𝜆, 𝜃;, 𝜑, 𝜃<) = 𝐅(𝑅𝐻, 𝑂=, 𝑃𝑟,𝑊𝑆,𝑊𝑉, 𝑓𝑚𝑓, 𝜏> , 𝑎?@ , 𝑎AB, 𝑏C?, 𝛾, 𝐶ℎ𝑙 − 𝑎)

Ibrahim et al. (2022)

Atmosphere parameters GIOP ocean
parameters

Ancillary with strongly informative priors

Primary iterations

refinement iterations



Another type of algorithm to estimate the uncertainty 
Bayesian OE algorithm test on real data (MODIS Aqua)

Ibrahim et al (2022)



Validating pixel-level uncertainty for the 
Bayesian algorithm

Ibrahim et al (2022)



Questions?


